第３回ＩＡＥＡ廃炉レビューミッションについて
１． 概要
福島第一原発の廃炉に向けた取組について、国内外の叡智を結集し、国
際社会に開かれた形で進めていくため、ＩＡＥＡの合意に基づき、ＩＡＥ
Ａ及び各国の専門家からなる調査団がレビューを実施。
前回（第２回）では、汚染水問題発生後の日本政府の積極的な姿勢や、
汚染が港湾内に限定されていることについて評価された。
今回（第３回）のレビューは、福島第一原発のリスクの低減や事故炉の安
全な廃炉対策の進展等について、評価、助言を受けたもの。
（参考）第１回
２０１３年４月１５日～２２日
第２回
２０１３年１１月２５日～１２月４日
第３回（今回） ２０１５年２月９日～１７日
２． 報告書の概要
（１） 評価：２０項目

助言：１５項目

（２） 主要な評価項目
① 東京電力廃炉推進カンパニー、原賠・廃炉機構（ＮＤＦ）の創設は、
廃炉・汚染水対策にとって良い進展。
② 廃炉・汚染水対策は、４号機の使用済燃料プールからの燃料取り出し
の完了、浄化システムの改良・拡充、タンクの更新が進んでいること
など、いくつもの分野において着実に進展している。
③ 中長期ロードマップの改訂に向けて、ＮＤＦが策定中の戦略プランに
掲げられているリスクの特定、定量化、優先順位の明確化をするとと
もに、燃料デブリ取り出し工法について複数の選択肢を策定しようと
することを評価。
（３） 主要な助言項目
① 廃炉プロセスにおいては、各対策に多くの選択肢が発生するが、ステ
ークホルダー間で継続的に協議すること。
② 廃棄物管理に当たっては、各ステージ（事故直後、保管、処分など）
において、最適な方法を選択すること。
③ 保管されている汚染水について、より持続可能な解決策が必要である。
トリチウムを含む水について、海洋放出を含む全ての選択肢を検討す
ること。ステークホルダーとよく協議すること。
（第２回と表現は同じ。
）
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IAEA Team Completes Third Review
of Japan's Plans to Decommission
Fukushima Daiichi
17 February 2015
Tokyo, Japan -- An IAEA expert team today completed a third review of Japan's efforts to
plan and implement the decommissioning of TEPCO's Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power
Station. The International Peer Review of Japan's Mid-and-Long-Term Roadmap towards the
Decommissioning of TEPCO's Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station Units 1-4 took
place from 9 to 17 February 2015.
The 15-member team praised Japan for taking steps to implement planned measures to reduce
radiological risks from the site and progress towards the safe decommissioning of the
accident plant.
"Japan has made significant progress since our previous missions. The situation on the site
has improved - progressive clean-up has led to reduced radiation dose levels in many parts of
the site,” said team leader Juan Carlos Lentijo, IAEA Director of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and
Waste Technology.
"The situation, however, remains very complex, with the increasing amount of contaminated
water posing a short-term challenge that must be resolved in a sustainable manner. The need
to remove highly radioactive spent fuel, including damaged fuel and fuel debris, from the
reactors that suffered meltdowns poses a huge long-term challenge.”
As requested by the Government of Japan, the team examined a wide variety of issues related
to decommissioning the tsunami-stricken power plant, focusing particularly on the safety and
technological aspects of decommissioning, radioactive waste management, control of
underground water and accumulation of contaminated water at the site and the planning and
the implementation of pre-decommissioning and decommissioning activities, including
removal of spent and damaged fuel. The mission also reviewed progress achieved since two
earlier missions, conducted in April and November to December 2013.
The IAEA team held extensive discussions with officials from the Ministry of Economy,
Trade and Industry (METI) and TEPCO, the operator of the plant that is now managing the
decommissioning work, as well as other authorities. The team visited the Fukushima Daiichi
site to obtain first-hand information about the conditions and progress toward
decommissioning.
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In its Preliminary Summary Report delivered to Japanese authorities today, the team
acknowledged a number of accomplishments in preparing Fukushima Daiichi for
decommissioning, including :






The creation in 2014 of a new branch of TEPCO, called Fukushima Daiichi
Decontamination and Decommissioning Engineering Company, as the only
responsible organisation for the safe implementation of the on-site radioactive waste
management and decommissioning activities, is a good step forward to clarify
responsibilities.
The establishment of the Nuclear Damage Compensation and Decommissioning
Facilitation Corporation as a national authority to develop a guiding strategy for the
decommissioning demonstrates the proactive attitude of the Government of Japan and
TEPCO towards addressing the many difficulties at the site.
The situation on-site has been improved since the last IAEA mission in 2013. Several
important tasks were accomplished, including:
o
the completion of the removal of spent fuel from Unit 4;
o
the improvement and expansion of systems to clean contaminated water;
o
the installation of new, improved tanks to store contaminated water;
o
the operation of an underground water bypass system, and
o
the clean-up of the site, reducing radiological dose to the workforce.

The IAEA team encouraged Japan to continue implementing and enhancing its strategy to
ensure the safe decommissioning of the plant and the management of the radioactive waste.
Challenging issues making the situation very complex include:
o
o
o

persistent underground water ingress to main buildings and the accumulation
of contaminated water on-site;
the long-term management of radioactive waste, and
issues related to the removal of spent fuel, damaged fuel and fuel debris
removal

In addition, the IAEA team provided advice in areas where current practices could be
improved. For example:






All stakeholders should continue considering the future configuration of the site,
which is an important factor for the long-term management of the very large amounts
of radioactive waste present on the site and expected to be generated during the
decommissioning process.
TEPCO is encouraged to develop an integrated plan for Decommissioning and
Radioactive Waste Management at Fukushima Daiichi, taking into account how the
different stages in a waste management long-term strategy affect each other.
The IAEA team considered the current practice of storing contaminated water a
temporary measure and highlighted the need for a more sustainable solution. The team
reiterated advice it provided on this topic during the last mission.

"The path ahead is long, complex and challenging," Lentijo said. "Japan is progressing stepby-step and plans are taking shape, which is a welcome development. It is important to
maintain safety as the highest priority during all steps of the decommissioning of the site.”
The IAEA team plans to deliver its final report to Japan by the end of March.
Japan's request for the mission came in the context of the IAEA Action Plan on Nuclear Safety,
endorsed by all IAEA Member States in September 2011. The Action Plan defines a
programme of work to strengthen the global nuclear safety framework, and it encourages the
use of peer review missions to take full advantage of worldwide experience.
Additional Resources, including the Preliminary Summary Report, are available on the IAEA
website – www.iaea.org
For more information, please contact Susanna Loof, IAEA Press and Public Information
Officer at press@iaea.org or +43 699 165 22046

IAEA チームは福島第一発電所の廃止措置計画
に対する第 3 回レビューを完了 【 仮 訳 】
2015 年 2 月 17 日
本日 IAEA 専門家チームは、日本の福島第一原子力発電所の廃止措置計画およびその実施状況に関す
る第 3 回目のレビューを完了した。
「東京電力(株)福島第一原子力発電所 1～4 号機の廃止措置に向けた中長期ロードマップ」に対する
国際ピアレビューは、2015 年 2 月 9 日から 17 日にわたり実施された。
15 人の参加メンバーは、事故を起こした発電所及び安全な廃止措置の進展に伴う放射線リスクの低減
に向け計画された対策の実施が、進展していることを高く評価した。
「我々の前回のミッションから日本は、著しい進展を達成している。発電所内の環境においては、発
電所で除染が進んだことにより多くの場所で空間線量レベルが低減している」と IAEA 核燃料サイクル・
廃棄物技術部長であるレンティッホ団長が述べている。「しかし状況は依然大変複雑であり、増大する
汚染水を持続可能な状態に持って行くのが短期的課題である。損傷燃料及び燃料デブリを含む高い放射
線量の使用済燃料を、メルトダウンした原子炉から取出すことは長期的な課題である」。
日本政府の要請により、チームは津波に襲われた発電所の廃止措置、放射性廃棄物管理、地下水対策
及び増大する発電所内の汚染水、損傷燃料及び使用済燃料の取出しを含む廃止措置前及び廃止措置活動
について、特に安全と技術側面に着目して多岐にわたる事項を評価した。ミッションはまた、2013 年 4
月及び 12 月の前 2 回のミッションからの進捗もレビューした。
IAEA チームは、経済産業省、廃止措置を実施している事業者である東京電力、その他の関係機関職員
と幅広い議論を実施した。チームは福島第一発電所も訪問して、現状及び廃止措置に向けた進捗に関す
る直接的な情報も収集した。
本日日本政府に手交した暫定サマリーレポートにおいては、チームは以下を含む福島第一の廃止措置
に向けた数々の達成事項を認識した。
・

発電所内の放射性廃棄物管理、廃止措置活動、の安全な実施に責任を有する唯一の組織である、
福島第一廃炉カンパニーが 2014 年に東京電力の新部門として設立されたことは、責任の明確化
に向けた適切な進歩である。

・ 指針となる廃炉戦略を策定するための国家組織として原子力損害賠償・廃炉等支援機構が設立さ
れたことは、日本政府が前面に出る施策及び東京電力の発電所における幾多の困難に直面する東
京電力の証左である。
・

発電所の状況は、前回 2013 年のミッションから大きく改善している。以下を含む多くの重要な
タスクが完了した。
－

4 号機からの使用済燃料の取出完了
-1-

－

汚染水処理システムの改良及び拡張

－

汚染水を貯蔵する新改良型タンクの設置

－

地下水バイパスの運転開始

－

発電所内除染及び労働被ばくの低減

IAEA チームは日本が廃炉の安全と放射性廃棄物の管理を確実にする戦略の実行と強化を継続するこ
とを奨励する。状況を大変複雑にしている課題事項は、以下を包含する。
－

原子炉建屋等に複雑に流入する地下水及び発電所内で増大する汚染水貯蔵量

－

長期の放射性廃棄物管理

－

使用済燃料、損傷燃料及び燃料デブリの取り出し

これに加えて IAEA チームは、現在の実施状況を改善するアドバイスも行った。例えば、
・ 全ての関係者は、発電所に現存し、廃止措置工程の進展に伴い発生が予想される大量の放射性廃
棄物の長期的な管理の重要な要因となる、発電所の将来像を模索し続ける必要がある。
・ 長期にわたる廃棄物管理戦略がステージ毎に相互にどのような影響を及ぼすかを考慮しつつ、東
京電力は、廃止措置と放射性廃棄物管理に関する統合された計画を作定することが奨励される。
・ IAEA チームは、現在の汚染水の貯蔵は一時的な手段であり持続的な解決策が必要と考える。IAEA
チームは、前回のミッションでなされた当該アドバイスを繰り返し行った。
「前に控える道筋は長く複雑で課題も多い。」とレンティッホ部長は語った。
「日本が一歩一歩進捗し、
各種の計画が形作られてきていることは歓迎すべきことだ。安全最優先を維持し、原子力発電所の廃止
措置の全ての段階を進めることが重要である。
」
IAEA チームは、当該報告書の最終版を 3 月末までに日本に発出する計画である。
ミッションに関する日本のリクエストは、2011 年 9 月に IAEA メンバー国により採択された「原子力
施設安全の関する IAEA アクションプラン」に基づいている。当該アクションプランは、世界の原子力
施設に関する安全枠組みを強化し世界的経験を最大限獲得するために、ピアレビューの活用を奨励して
いる。
暫定サマリーレポートを含む追加的な資料は、IAEA ウェブサイト – www.iaea.org – にて利用可能で
ある。
さらなる情報は、Susanna Loof, IAEA Press and Public Information Office at press@iaea.org ま
たは +43 699 165 22046 まで。

2015.02.17
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Executive Summary
Following the accident at TEPCO’s Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station (NPS) on 11 March
2011, the “Mid-and-Long-Term Roadmap towards the Decommissioning of TEPCO’s Fukushima
Daiichi Nuclear Power Station Units 1-4” (hereinafter referred to the “Roadmap”) was adopted by the
Government of Japan and the TEPCO Council on Mid-to-Long-Term Response for Decommissioning
in December 2011. The Roadmap was revised in July 2012 and June 2013. The Roadmap includes a
description of the main steps and activities to be implemented for the decommissioning of the
Fukushima Daiichi NPS through the combined effort of the Government of Japan and TEPCO.
Upon the request of the Government of Japan, the IAEA organized two missions of the International
Peer Review of the Roadmap, which were implemented within the framework of the IAEA Nuclear
Safety Action Plan, in April 2013 and in November – December 2013, respectively. Those missions
aimed at enhancing international cooperation and sharing with the international community
information and knowledge concerning the accident to be acquired in the future decommissioning
process.
The first mission was conducted from 15 to 22 April 2013 with the main purpose of undertaking an
initial review of the Roadmap, including assessments of the decommissioning strategy, planning and
timing of decommissioning phases and a review of several specific short-term issues and recent
challenges, such as the management of radioactive waste, spent fuel and fuel debris, management of
associated doses and radiation exposure of the employees, and assessment of the structural integrity of
reactor buildings and other constructions. The Final Report of the first mission is available on the
IAEA webpage (http://www.iaea.org/sites/default/files/missionreport220513.pdf).
After the first mission, the Government of Japan and TEPCO revising the Roadmap took into
consideration the advice in the first mission report. The revised Roadmap entitled “Mid-and-LongTerm Roadmap towards the Decommissioning of TEPCO’s Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station
Units 1-4, revised 27 June 2013” is available on the website of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry (METI) (http://www.meti.go.jp/english/press/2013/pdf/0627_01.pdf).
The second mission was conducted from 25 November to 4 December 2013. The objective of the
second mission was to provide a more detailed and holistic review of the revised Roadmap and midterm challenges, including the review of specific topics agreed and defined in the first mission, such as
removal of spent fuel from storage pools, removal of fuel debris from the reactors, management of
contaminated water, monitoring of marine water, management of radioactive waste, measures to
reduce ingress of groundwater, maintenance and enhancement of stability and reliability of structures,
systems and components (SSCs), and research and development (R&D) relevant to predecommissioning and decommissioning activities. The Final Report of the second mission is available
on the IAEA webpage http://www.iaea.org/sites/default/files/IAEAfinal_report120214.pdf.
During the 58th IAEA General Conference held in Vienna from 22 to 26 September 2014, the intention
to receive another IAEA mission was expressed by the representative of the Government of Japan,
with the aim to continue to work together with the IAEA and the international community.
Following the request, the third Mission of the International Peer Review of Mid-and-Long-Term
Roadmap towards the Decommissioning of TEPCO’s Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station Units
1-4, involving 15 international experts, was implemented from 9 to 17 February 2015 (hereinafter
referred to as the “Mission”).
The objective of the Mission was to provide an independent review of the activities associated with
revisions to the planning and implementation of Fukushima Daiichi NPS decommissioning. The
Mission was conducted based on IAEA Safety Standards and other relevant safety and technical
advice, aimed at assisting the Government of Japan in the implementation of the Roadmap. In
particular, the Mission was intended to:
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Provide advice and commentary on both the safety and technological aspects of
decommissioning, waste management and other related activities;
Provide advice to improve the planning and the implementation of pre-decommissioning and
decommissioning activities at Fukushima Daiichi NPS; and
Facilitate sharing of good practices and lessons learned for decommissioning operations after
the accident with international community.

The Government of Japan and TEPCO provided comprehensive information on the current status and
future plans of the implementation on the Roadmap. The IAEA team assessed the information, and
had extensive discussions with the relevant institutions in Japan, followed by a visit to TEPCO’s
Fukushima Daiichi NPS to look at the situations of the NPS site.
This preliminary summary report presents an overview of the main findings, acknowledgments and
advisory points of the third mission. The final report will be provided to Japan by the end of March
2015.

Main Findings and Conclusions
As already stated in previous IAEA mission’s reports, the safe decommissioning of TEPCO’s
Fukushima Daiichi NPS is a very challenging task that requires the allocation of enormous resources,
as well as the development and use of innovative technologies to deal with the most difficult activities.
The IAEA team considers that Japan developed its efforts towards decommissioning the plant
promptly after the accident, and since then, Japan has achieved good progress in improving its strategy
and the associated plans, as well as in allocating the necessary resources towards the safe
decommissioning of TEPCO’s Fukushima Daiichi NPS. Since the previous IAEA missions the
Government of Japan and TEPCO have been taking steps in implementing planned measures aimed to
reduce nuclear risks from the site and progress towards the safe decommissioning of the accident
plant.
The IAEA team considers that the creation in 2014 of a new branch of TEPCO, called Fukushima
Daiichi Decontamination and Decommissioning (D&D) Engineering Company (FDEC), as the only
responsible organisation for the safe implementation of the on-site radioactive waste management and
decommissioning activities, is a good step forward to clarify responsibilities. In similar manner, the
establishment of a national authority to develop the guiding strategy, namely the Nuclear Damage
Compensation and Decommissioning Facilitation Corporation (NDF), is also seen as a good
demonstration of the proactive attitude of the Government of Japan and TEPCO towards addressing
the many difficulties at the site. Currently around 7,000 workers are working on-site to develop and
implement decommissioning activities.
The situation on-site has been improved since the last IAEA mission in 2013. Several important tasks
were accomplished such as completion of the removal of fuel from Unit 4; the improvement and
expansion of contaminated water treatment systems; the installation of new tanks and associated
systems for contaminated water storage; the operation of underground water bypass; and the clean-up
of the site resulting in the enhanced working radiological environment. In this line should be also
highlighted introduction of comprehensive monitoring programme of seawater including control by
independent laboratories. The IAEA’s Environment Laboratories in Monaco cooperate with Japanese
and other international marine laboratories in a comparison of results of seawater analysis.
The IAEA team notes with appreciation that the Government of Japan and TEPCO have given due
consideration to the advice provided in previous IAEA missions to enhance planning and safe
implementation of decommissioning and radioactive waste management activities.
In spite of this progress, the situation remains very complex at the site, with a number of challenging
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issues, such as the persistent underground water ingress to main buildings and the accumulation of
contaminated water on-site; the long-term management of radioactive waste; as well as those related
to the nuclear fuel removal and damaged fuel and fuel debris removal. Therefore the IAEA team
encourages Japan to continue implementing and even enhancing its strategy to deal with these issues,
so as to ensure safe decommissioning of the accident plant and management of the radioactive waste.
The IAEA team also recalls advisory points of the previous missions related to the site boundary dose
limits. Progress made in this area should be assessed in relation to considerations of the number of
people exposed and their respective residence times.

Acknowledgements and Advisory Points
This report provides highlights of important progress (Acknowledgments) in 20 areas such as
management of radioactive waste, management of contaminated water including countermeasures
against groundwater ingress, removal of spent fuel assemblies and damaged fuel debris, and
institutional and organisational matters.
The report also offers 15 Advisory Points where the IAEA team feels that current practices could be
improved taking into account both international standards and the experience from planning and
implementation of decommissioning programmes in other countries.

1. Review of current situation of TEPCO’s Fukushima Daiichi NPS
Review of current situation of Fukushima Daiichi NPS is based on available information provided by
the Japanese counterpart and inputs obtained during the site visit.
The IAEA team notes that the situation on-site has been improved in several areas since the last
mission in November/December 2013. Completion of the removal of fresh and spent fuel from the
spent fuel pool of Unit 4 is an important step towards removal of this type of fuel from all reactor
units. Improvement and expansion of contaminated water treatment systems and installation of a new
designed and more robust storage tanks and associated systems for contaminated water storage were
done to strengthen capability of TEPCO to deal with contaminated water issue.
Operation of the underground water bypass, including a comprehensive control of radioactivity before
discharging to the ocean is another measure to achieve sustainable situation on the site. The
underground water is pumped before it reaches main buildings and structures of Fukushima Daiichi
NPS.
The situation is however still complex due to the approx. 300 m3 of groundwater ingress into the NPS
buildings per day, resulting in increase of volume of contaminated water to be managed. As of
February 2015, about 600,000 m3 of contaminated water is stored on-site. More than half of this
volume has been already treated.
Clean-up of the site continues to be one of the priorities to enhance working radiological environment
for employees.

2. Follow-up of the previous IAEA decommissioning missions conducted in 2013
A detailed overview of recent status of implementation of the IAEA advisory points from the previous
decommissioning missions were provided by the Japanese counterpart. From the viewpoint of
statistics is roughly half of advisory points completed or close to completion while execution of
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majority of other half continues. One very technical advisory point is being considered for the future
implementation.
The IAEA team was impressed by enormous effort of Japanese counterpart to carefully consider all
advisory points and to work on their effective implementation. It is obvious that serious intention and
commitment to improve execution of the planned on-site activities is in place as common approach of
all involved implementers.
The IAEA team considers as the most visible examples of implemented follow-ups from the previous
IAEA decommissioning missions following ones:
- Formulation of basic considerations to prepare and to discuss radioactive waste end-points and
decommissioning end-states with all relevant stakeholders;
- Improvements of variety of technical aspects of water, waste and spent fuel management
practices and introduction of new measures to deal with recent on-site issues;
- Review of strategy for accumulated water management and development of comprehensive plan;
- Implemented measures to reduce occupational exposure and to keep radiation dose in the vicinity
of the site below annual limit for the public;
- Improvements of various aspects related to the marine monitoring and assessment of potential
radiological impact;
- Promotion of stakeholder involvement and establishment of enhanced communication and
reporting channels with concerned parties.
More detailed overview of progress related to the strategy and planning for decommissioning and in
regards to the specific areas such as water, waste and spent fuel management is presented in Sections
3 and 4 of this report.
To facilitate sharing of good practices and lessons learned with international community was included
into the objective of both IAEA decommissioning missions. Japanese counterpart has to be
appreciated for continuous dissemination of variety of technical and safety related information
concerning the Fukushima Daiichi on-site activities with the international community. Recognized
Japanese experts from various organizations are encouraged and supported to attend various
international events, including those organized by the IAEA and OECD/NEA, to present and/or
otherwise facilitate sharing of recent on-site practices and lessons learned worldwide.

Acknowledgement 1:
The IAEA team appreciates Japanese institutions for careful consideration of all advisory points from
the previous IAEA decommissioning missions and for extensive effort to effectively implement them
to the maximum extent possible.

3. Strategy and planning for the decommissioning of TEPCO’s Fukushima Daiichi NPS
(3.1) Strategy and Planning, including revision of the Roadmap and development of NDF
Strategic Plans for Decommissioning
The strategic objectives and policies related to decommissioning of the Fukushima Daiichi NPS are
presented in the Roadmap.
“Strategic Plan for Decommissioning of Fukushima Daiichi NPS” (Strategic Plan), which should
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provide an approach to conducting activities and making decisions, as well as set priorities in
achieving the goals, will be developed by the NDF, a new governmental organization established in
August 2014.
TEPCO, through the newly established organization “Fukushima Daiichi Decontamination and
Decommissioning (D&D) Engineering Company” (FDEC), is preparing Implementation Plans, which
are basis for licensing of the field activities, and is delivering decommissioning works.
The Roadmap will be revised during the first half of 2015. During the Mission, an outline of the
Strategic Plan was presented, as well as the driving principles for its development, which is underway.

Acknowledgement 2:
The IAEA team acknowledges continuous efforts of the Government of Japan, TEPCO and other
organizations involved, on development of a strategy and an integrated planning for decommissioning
of Fukushima Daiichi NPS. These include planned revision of the Roadmap, and the development of
the NDF’s Strategic Plan. It is commendable that the Strategic Plan is driven by the principle of risk
reduction, and that detailed studies and analyses are being performed to identify, quantify and
prioritize risks, to develop risk reduction strategies and plural scenarios for the risk reduction related
activities.
In addition, the IAEA team acknowledges further progress in developing and implementing a
comprehensive R&D programme to support the decommissioning works, in particular activities of
IRID and JAEA towards construction of Advanced Research Facilities and the establishment of the
International Research Centre for Reactor Decommissioning.
---------Advisory Point 1:
Giving the complex situation at the Fukushima Daiichi NPS site, associated with large uncertainties in
relation to radiological and physical status of the facilities, long term decommissioning planning has
to include consideration of numerous options and scenarios. There is a need to optimize planning
efforts by narrowing down the number of options for consideration. Identification of future
configurations of the Fukushima Daiichi decommissioning process would provide a contribution in
that direction. The IAEA team encourages all stakeholders to continue discussions, initiated in the
previous period, considering the future configuration. In addition to reduction of the number of
options for consideration, identification of such future configuration will be an important input to the
development of strategies and plans for management of very large amounts of radioactive waste,
present now and expected to be generated during the decommissioning process.
The IAEA team encourages the Government of Japan to make the best use of TEPCO’s growing
experience of implementation activities on the site, in informing the revision of the Roadmap and
development of the NDF’s Strategic Plan.

(3.2) Institutional and organisational issues
Acknowledgement 3:
The IAEA team acknowledges the progress made by TEPCO in addressing the profound challenges
arising from the accident. Transition from the stability of reactor operations to the inter-connected,
diverse and evolving conditions embodied in waste management and decommissioning at a postaccident site has commenced, in a thoughtful and determined manner. As an example of this, the
creation of a specific division within TEPCO to address the challenges at Fukushima Daiichi is
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welcomed – “Fukushima Daiichi Decontamination and Decommissioning (D&D) Engineering
Company” (FDEC). The IAEA team also notes the creation of the “Nuclear Damage Compensation &
Decommissioning Facilitation Corporation” (NDF).
---------Advisory Point 2:
Noting the recent introduction of the NDF, the IAEA invites the Government of Japan to consider how
best to ensure the full clarity of responsibility of all the relevant actors.
Advisory Point 3:
Safety leadership, in all cases at the Fukushima Daiichi NPS site, is the primary responsibility of the
Operator (TEPCO). Renewed emphasis on this aspect is particularly beneficial whenever national
structures are undergoing significant change or in which large numbers of contractors are deployed.
Therefore, the IAEA team strongly encourages TEPCO in their progress to reinforce safety leadership
and safety culture, along with developing a Management System appropriate to radioactive waste
management and decommissioning. This will provide mechanisms for inter alia effective control and
supervision of operations on the site; robust safety justification; rigorous training, qualification and
authorization of operators fulfilling defined safety roles; and systematic radiological protection.

(3.3) Preparation for licensing
The licensing issue has not been discussed in details during this Mission. During the previous two
review missions, TEPCO explained that basis for licensing of activities are Implementation Plans,
developed by TEPCO. Such Implementation Plans for activities describe how the objectives of the
Roadmap and the strategic decisions of the NDF’s Strategic Plan will be implemented. The
Implementation Plans are supported by safety justifications/assessments and other supporting
documents, as appropriate.
The regular licensing process for normal situations is difficult to be applied in the existing postaccident situation at the Fukushima Daiichi NPS site, so non-standard licensing/authorization process
is being discussed between TEPCO and the Nuclear Regulation Authority (NRA). Such an approach
to licensing has been approved by the Government of Japan. During this Mission an example of such
authorization process for the temporary waste storage facilities on site has been presented and
explained.
Acknowledgement 4:
The IAEA team acknowledges the efforts of the Government of Japan and the NRA to establish a
licensing/authorization process for activities and facilities on the Fukushima Daiichi NPS site, as well
as TEPCO’s effort to implement that licensing/authorization process and NRA to evaluate and grant
authorization, if appropriate.
Recognizing that the existing licensing process for normal situations is difficult to be applied in the
complex post-accident situation, a non-standard licensing/authorization process is being discussed and
applied, based on demonstrating compliance with prescribed set of general safety requirements. Such
process was applied to the authorization of recently completed removal of the spent fuel from the
Fukushima Daiichi NPS Unit 4.
In addition to the process involving licensing/authorization by the NRA, there is a robust internal
process in place within TEPCO, for internal safety evaluation and approval of works by the TEPCO’s
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Nuclear Safety Management Committee and Decommissioning Safety Committee.
---------Advisory Point 4:
The IAEA team encourages TEPCO to engage with the NRA in establishing clear criteria, based on
risk assessment, for determining which activities require the NRA authorization and which activities
can be evaluated and approved internally by the TEPCO’s Committees responsible for safety.
TEPCO is encouraged to strengthen its Committees responsible for internal safety evaluations,
including consideration of involving external independent experts in the safety evaluation process.

(3.4) Public relations and communication
Acknowledgement 5:
The IAEA team notes that the Fukushima Advisory Board has been active since its creation, providing
a useful channel for strengthening public communication and stakeholder involvement in the
decommissioning of Fukushima Daiichi NPS and contaminated water management. This is in line
with Advisory Point 2 of the first mission as well as Advisory Point 4 of the second mission.

Acknowledgement 6:
TEPCO has intensified its public communication efforts, including by using social media and ‘risk
communicators’ – engineers trained in communication to reach communities. In line with Advisory
Point 3 of the second mission, TEPCO has intensified communication with the workforce, including
contractors.
---------Advisory Point 5:
Recognizing intensified communication efforts through the dissemination of comprehensive
information, the IAEA team urges METI and TEPCO help lay audiences understand the relevance of
this information by basing it on the health and safety aspects of both the workforce and the public, as
well as protection of the environment. The IAEA team also encourages TEPCO to promote
understanding by intensifying and widening its efforts to promote an interactive dialogue, including by
engaging its social media audience by responding to comments and questions. Thorough analysis of
how the media and the public understand disseminated information should be used to improve future
communication.

(3.5) Prioritisation and Hazard Reduction
Acknowledgement 7:
The IAEA team welcomes the start of transition towards a safety assessment approach within TEPCO
which takes account of several relevant factors, including workforce dose, protection of safety systems
and prevention of radiological discharges.
----------
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Advisory Point 6:
The IAEA team encourages TEPCO to develop an integrated plan for decommissioning and
radioactive waste management at Fukushima Daiichi NPS. In developing this plan, certain activities
will deserve more prompt attention, and consideration of the approach adopted to address this will be
beneficial. The chosen approach should be firmly founded on minimising impacts to human health and
on protecting the environment. It should also consider how inter-dependencies between the steps of
radioactive waste management, maintaining a clear view of long-term safety, can be considered and
how waste disposal may properly be assessed. Independent advice and challenge to the emerging plan
is also likely to be valuable.

4. Review of specific issues
(4.1) Management of radioactive waste
Immediately after the accident of the Fukushima Daiichi NPS, a process of management of all types of
generated waste has been established in an emergency situation and in urgent conditions with the
essential objective to reduce the dose to workers and at the boundaries of the site. Radioactive waste
management mainly consists of sorting the different material and debris by their physical state (e.g.
concrete, wood, rubble, etc.) while also measuring the contact dose rates of the different materials.
The main target for the management of the radioactive waste is recently to store them in dedicated
temporary storage facilities located on the site.
Acknowledgement 8:
The IAEA team acknowledges that the government has created an organizational framework,
comprised of, for example NRA, FDEC, NDF, IRID and JAEA, that used effectively can enhance the
safety of the wastes arising from an expedited decommissioning by embracing long-term waste
management principles. The IAEA team recognizes the effort and accomplishment of the FDEC in
reducing worker exposure, dose at the site boundary and facilitating site operations for
decommissioning, by the accumulation of contaminated material and debris into temporary storage.

Acknowledgement 9:
The IAEA team acknowledges that the FDEC endeavours to use good engineering principles in the
design and configuration of the temporary storage locations and their design are reviewed by the
FDEC safety committee and approved by the NRA when required. The IAEA team further recognizes
that the FDEC develops and maintains information on the physical contents of each temporary storage
location and its debris form with minimal radiological characterization for surface dose rate.

Acknowledgement 10:
The IAEA team considers that the research carried out by the JAEA on the different phases of
predisposal management (characterization, treatment, conditioning, storage) of the waste from the
water treatment is commendable and should be continued.

Acknowledgement 11:
The FDEC recognizes the benefits of implementing clearance processes and permitting material reuse
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and recycle for wastes generated during decommissioning, and thereby facilitate the long-term waste
management.
---------Advisory Point 7:
The IAEA team is of the opinion that the FDEC could better employ long-term radioactive waste
management principles (beyond the segregation, relocation and dose reduction/shielding currently
performed) such as more complete waste characterization, conditioning, and packaging. While the
IAEA team holds that the FDEC could deploy such principles in its present efforts, it appreciates that
waste management strategy, direction and criteria are forthcoming from the NDF.
Advisory Point 8:
The NDF is urged to give priority to issuing the waste management strategy that will enable the FDEC
to implement (after the demonstration of safety and proper licensing) processes appropriate for safe
long-term radioactive waste management such as waste minimization, treatment and conditioning,
packaging, release, recycling, etc.
Considering that most of the contaminated rubble is likely to have only surface contamination and
could be easily decontaminated to a certain extent, the IAEA team suggests that benefits of conditional
clearance should be explored and implemented if appropriate, with the vision of reducing the overall
amount of radioactive waste to be managed.
Advisory Point 9:
The IAEA team encourages the FDEC to reflect in its organizational structure and staffing the
importance and scale of the radioactive waste management workscope. Additionally, the supporting
institutions, such as JAEA, are encouraged to ensure sufficient human and technical resources are
available for radioactive waste management and to support the FDEC with reliable and sustainable
waste management capabilities, including the development of on-site technical capabilities.
Advisory Point 10:
The IAEA team encourages the FDEC to continue working on developing a waste inventory providing
reliable physical, chemical, radiological and volumetric information, even prior to availability of the
new Analysis Centre, to support future strategic planning and decisions for the waste streams. The
IAEA team encourages the FDEC to continue to implement Advisory Point 8 from the previous
decommissioning mission regarding the need to establish a sound radiological characterization of the
waste and waste classification scheme which will enable the FDEC to further develop its strategy for
the processing, storage and disposal of the waste.

Advisory Point 11:
The IAEA team recommends the long-term and operational safety of the temporary storage facilities
(for emplacement, storage and retrieval phases) be evaluated for both normal and potential accident
conditions, in line with the hazard of the various waste generated.
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(4.2) Management of contaminated water, including ingress of groundwater
TEPCO has made progress in managing the treatment and storage of contaminated water, and in
controlling the ingress of groundwater to reactor and turbine buildings. Large volumes of
contaminated water from reactor and turbine buildings were successfully treated. The risk associated
with storing the treated water with high levels of other radionuclides in numerous above ground tanks
at the site is being mitigated.
Significant steps in controlling the ingress of groundwater into the reactor and turbine buildings were
taken. These included the installation and operation of a set of pumping wells to reduce the flow of
groundwater towards the buildings, sealing of sea-side trenches and shafts, and the rehabilitation of
the subdrain system. Introduction of additional measures to reduce groundwater ingress, such as
frozen (ice) wall and facing of surface areas, is on-going.

Acknowledgement 12:
The IAEA team reconfirms TEPCO’s success in treating large volumes of highly radioactive water,
accumulating continuously in the reactor and turbine buildings, to remove gamma emitting caesium
radionuclides upfront and using the treated water after desalination to maintain stable cooling of the
damaged cores. The cumulative volume treated by the two operating caesium removal systems is now
more than 1 million cubic metres, with high caesium removal efficiency achieved consistently.
TEPCO has recently added strontium removal capability to these treatment systems. Removing
strontium upfront along with caesium would facilitate further management of the treated water.
Acknowledgement 13:
The IAEA team acknowledges TEPCO’s efforts to mitigate the risk associated with storing large
volumes of radioactive water, containing high levels of 90Sr remaining after caesium removal, in
numerous above ground tanks at the site. In order to augment the treatment capacity of the ALPS and
the High Performance water treatment systems (ALPSs), which remove 90Sr as well as all other
residual radionuclides (except tritium), TEPCO has established a number of additional treatment
systems dedicated specifically to removing 90Sr. Their prioritizing of the bolted flange type tanks for
removing 90Sr is well placed, considering the higher risk of storing 90Sr bearing water in these tanks.
Even though strontium treated water would still require final polishing with the ALPSs, by removing
at least 99% of the 90Sr this approach is enabling TEPCO to reduce the inventory of radioactivity in
the tanks and associated risk substantially. More than half of the nearly 600,000 cubic metres of water
stored in tanks has been treated so far using the ALPSs and strontium treatment systems and TEPCO
expects to complete the treatment of the remaining water in the next few months.

Acknowledgement 14:
The IAEA team commends TEPCO for mobilizing the resources needed to successfully build
sufficient storage capacity for contaminated water and to generally improve the safety of storage.
These measures include replacement of bolted flange type tanks with newly constructed fully welded
tanks, construction of dykes with enhanced water holding capacity, and provision of covers to deflect
rainwater from the dykes so that the dykes can perform their intended safety function of containing
potential leaks from the tanks. Again, prioritizing the bolted flange type tanks for implementing this
rainwater management measure is well placed because of the vulnerability of these tanks to develop
leaks.
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Acknowledgement 15:
The IAEA team commends TEPCO for its efforts to address contamination in the very complicated
area of infrastructure East of the Turbine Buildings with its many potential connections between the
Turbine Building and the sea resulting from intentional cooling system design, ground water
contamination, radionuclides connected with debris in this area, and potential leakage from the
Turbine Buildings connected to the Reactor Building. Significant efforts are underway to address
elements of these potential pathways including addressing the contaminated water in the Seawater
Pipe Trench, however this will be a very difficult area in which to control the migration of
contamination.
Acknowledgement 16:
The IAEA team considers the groundwater by-pass system designed to control the ingress of
groundwater to reactor and turbine buildings has been successfully put in operation. After six months
of operation, and related measures to control leaking to building, groundwater ingress has been
reduced by about 25% or 100 m3 per day. We further acknowledge that the success of the groundwater
bypass operation involved extensive communication and engagement with the many stakeholders and
the public in general on the nature of the operation and the measures taken to minimize possible risks
to the environment or the public. It is an important milestone in gaining the public trust and should be
helpful for implementing future strategies for managing contaminated water issues.
Acknowledgement 17:
The construction of frozen (ice) wall enclosing the area around Units 1-4 on the sea-side and land-side
are in various stages of completion. The ice wall on the mountain side will be placed in between the
buildings and the groundwater bypass wells, resulting in further prevention of groundwater flow
towards the reactor buildings.

Acknowledgement 18:
The IAEA team notes that the rehabilitation of the subdrains and the construction of a treatment
system for pumped subdrain water are nearly complete. As the subdrains are placed in operation, they
are expected to further reduce the groundwater ingress by about 150 m3, and to near zero following the
installation of the land-side ice wall. The IAEA team appreciates TEPCO’s planning to ensure that
pumping from the subdrains is carried out while preventing the outflow of contaminated water from
the buildings. After controlling the ingress of groundwater, TEPCO also plans to seal leakage points
on reactor and turbine building walls.
---------Advisory Point 12:
While recognizing the usefulness of the large number of water treatment systems deployed by TEPCO
for decontaminating and thereby ensuring highly radioactive water accumulated at the site is not
inappropriately released to the environment including the adjacent Pacific Ocean, the IAEA team also
notes that currently not all of these systems are operating to their full design capacity and
performance. The IAEA team encourages TEPCO to continue on-going efforts to improve the
utilization of these treatment systems. In their planning of water treatment schedules, TEPCO is
advised to take into consideration that testing and optimising the operating conditions of complex
multi-stage water treatment systems can take time, particularly for those technologies that are new and
being deployed under field conditions for the first time.
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Advisory Point 13:
The IAEA team is of the opinion that the present plan to store the treated contaminated water
containing tritium in above ground tanks, with a capacity of 800,000 cubic metres, is at best a
temporary measure while a more sustainable solution is needed. Therefore the present IAEA team
reiterates the advisory point of the previous decommissioning mission:
“The IAEA team believes it is necessary to find a sustainable solution to the problem of managing
contaminated water at TEPCO’s Fukushima Daiichi NPS. This would require considering all options,
including the possible resumption of controlled discharges to the sea. TEPCO is advised to perform an
assessment of the potential radiological impact to the population and the environment arising from the
release of water containing tritium and any other residual radionuclides to the sea in order to evaluate
the radiological significance and to have a good scientific basis for taking decisions. It is clear that
final decision making will require engaging all stakeholders, including TEPCO, the NRA, the National
Government, Fukushima Prefecture Government, local communities and others”.
The IAEA team recognizes the need to also consider socioeconomic conditions in the consultation
process and to implement a comprehensive monitoring programme to ensure that there is no
detrimental impact on human health and the environment. In this regard the IAEA is ready to continue
providing assistance in implementing such a comprehensive sea water monitoring programme.
Advisory Point 14:
The IAEA team advices that TEPCO should consider producing a better calibrated, robust
groundwater model, which will allow TEPCO to continuously evaluate and optimize the performance
of various countermeasures, such as the land-side ice wall, pumping from bypass wells, and the
operation of sub-drains. An improved model, and a continuously updated, detailed map of water
levels, chemical composition, and radioactivity concentrations around the entire site (including under
the higher ground west of the groundwater bypass wells), will help to provide a baseline for
monitoring and controlling the migration of any radioactivity from surface contamination.
As the multiple water capture, water treatment, and water storage activities are highly interdependent
and complex, TEPCO may also consider implementing a “systems analysis” with associated system
dynamics computer tools to help understand the integrated set of contaminated water management
activities both on the land and sea-side, assess volumes of water and waste production, the impact of
shifting schedules, as well as the interdependency of water management, waste management, and
future decommissioning activities.

(4.3) Removal of spent fuel assemblies and damaged fuel debris
Since the last peer review mission in December 2013 the removal of all pooled fuel from Unit 4 has
been completed. Over this time period TEPCO have also demonstrated their commitment to reducing
dose exposure to its workers and in the longer term through the introduction of a ‘Dose Reduction Plan
for Reactor Buildings’. To compliment dose reduction plans measures to prevent the spread of
contamination during rubble, pooled fuel and fuel debris removal have received considerable attention.
Recently a review of the plans for pooled fuel and fuel debris removal from Units 1 & 2 has been
undertaken. This has resulted in sub-options of one of the primary options in both cases. The suboptions are based on early pooled fuel removal which has been identified in the Roadmap.

Acknowledgement 19:
The IAEA team recognizes the substantial efforts made by TEPCO and its sub-contractors in
removing the 1,331 spent fuel assemblies from the Unit 4 by November 5, 2014, within one year of
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the first fuel assembly being removed, and all fuel assemblies by December 22, 2014 (1,533 new and
spent fuel assemblies). A commitment to reducing worker dose through the incorporation of shielding
materials in Unit 4 until a dose reduction of 72% was achieved and supporting activities which
enabled the fuel removal from Unit 4. Supporting activities included the removal of 1,004 spent fuel
assemblies from the Common Spent Fuel Pool (now accommodated in 19 new dry storage casks) to
the Temporary Cask Custody Area and releasing storage space in Unit 6 to enable the storage of 180
new fuel assemblies.

Acknowledgement 20:
The IAEA team acknowledges the efforts being made to minimize the spread of contamination
through the incorporation of learning from Unit 3 debris removal operations and the introduction of
dust counter measures. The continued commitment to reduce dose exposure is also recognized in
particular the introduction a ‘Dose Reduction Plan for Reactor Buildings’. These measures will benefit
both workers and any potential impact on the local population.
---------Advisory Point 15:
Whilst activities which lead to short-term gains demonstrates a positive attitude in reducing risks as
early as practical, this needs to be considered in the framework of overall safety and the overall risk
reduction. The IAEA team encourages the NDF to conduct a risk analysis in relation to pooled fuel
and fuel debris plans; taking into account conventional safety and cumulative dose to workers.
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